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Abstract—Motion feedback has an important effect in many
tasks performed by humans. In this paper, we aim to investigate
the role of motion feedback in preview tracking tasks with double
integrator dynamics, using results from a human-in-the-loop
experiment performed in the SIMONA Research Simulator of
the Delft University of Technology. Eight subjects performed the
same yaw tracking task with a compensatory and preview display,
both with and without motion feedback. System identification
techniques and quasi-linear human controller models for preview
and motion feedback are used to explain human controller’s
behavior in tracking tasks. An extension to an existing human
preview control model is proposed, in order to model the human
in a preview task using motion feedback. It is found that, when
motion feedback is available, human controllers adapt their
behavior in a similar way for compensatory and preview tasks.
Motion feedback allows human controllers to further improve
their performance in preview tracking. This research shows for
the first time that motion feedback still has an important effect on
the human controller behavior, even if visual preview is available.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T HE topic of manual control has been widely studied in
the scientific community. McRuer and his colleagues [1]

developed the widely known "crossover model", which models
how humans perform a task using a compensatory display.
This enables obtaining a mathematical model for humans in a
very simple task, where only the error is displayed. Obtaining
such a model for more realistic tasks, where more information
is present (more visual feedbacks, motion feedback) would
allow for a more complete understanding of manual control.

Research has previously been conducted on the role of
motion feedback in compensatory tasks ([2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7]). Not only was motion feedback found to result in
improved tracking performance, but also extensions to the
crossover model including motion feedback were proposed.
The main drawback of the compensatory task is that it
translates poorly to real-life tasks. The preview task, in which
the future movement of the target is also shown to the human,
is closer to what can be seen in the real world, in tasks such
as driving a vehicle along a road. Recent research at the Delft
University of Technology proposed a new empirical model for
this kind of task ([8], [9]). This model allows to understand
how humans use preview, by using both feedforward and
feedback control.

It is still not clear if human controllers use preview similarly
in tasks using motion feedback, and if motion feedback is still
beneficial in preview tracking tasks. This paper investigates

the role of motion feedback in preview tracking tasks, by
analyzing how both feedbacks affect performance, and human
tracking behavior.

The main objective of the project is to understand what is
the effect of motion feedback, and if we are able to model
the human response to it. In order to do this, an experiment
will be conducted in the SIMONA Research Simulator (SRS)
at the Delft University of Technology. Subjects perform a
yaw tracking task using a double integrator controlled ele-
ment, with compensatory and preview displays, both with and
without motion feedback. A number of parametric and non-
parametric measures will be calculated in order to understand
the influence of motion feedback on preview tasks. Coherence
will be calculated as a measure of linearity of the human
controller. Error and control output variances will be obtained,
and system identification methods will be used to identify the
pilot response. The van der El et. al model [8] will be tested
to the experimental data, with an extension for the case of
preview with motion feedback. The Variance Accounted For
(VAF) will be calculated as a measure of the quality of the
model fit.

This paper is structured in six sections. In Section II, the
control task is presented, along with the models used for
compensatory tasks, with and without motion, and preview
tasks. An extended model is proposed for the preview tracking
task with motion. The description of the human-in-the-loop
experiment and the system identification techniques used are
presented in Section III. Section IV contains the experiment
results, and Section V the discussion of these results. This
paper ends with the conclusions in Section VI.

II. CONTROL TASK

A. Task Characteristics

The control task considered in this paper is a combined
target-tracking and disturbance-rejection task. In a target-
tracking task, the human controller is asked to track a target
signal, designated byft(t), minimizing the errore(t) between
the outputx(t) and the current target [1]. This output can also
be perturbed by a disturbance signalfd(t), which constitutes
the disturbance-rejection part of the task.

In this paper, control tasks performed with compensatory
and preview displays are investigated. In the compensatory
task, only the error is displayed. In the preview task, the human
controller can see the future target signal up toτp seconds
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ahead. These displays can be seen in Figure 1. Both displays
were chosen to have an "inside-out" representation, with a
static output marker (a circle) and a moving target. In the
compensatory case (Figure 1 (a)), the target is representedby
a cross. In the preview case (Figure 1 (b)) the current target
is the bottom (τp = 0) of the preview line.

e(t)

target
(moving)

reference
(fixed)

(a)

e(t)

target
(moving)

reference
(fixed)

(b)

Fig. 1: The compensatory (a) and preview display (b)

The controlled element used in these tracking tasks can take
a different number of forms, including models that approach
aircraft dynamics to simpler systems such as gain, single
integrator and double integrator. In this paper, the focus will
be on the double integrator controlled element, since it is the
case in which the motion feedback is found to have a larger
effect on performance and the highest motion use, according
to [4]. The controlled element used in this control task was
given by:

Hce(jω) =
5

(jω)2
(1)

B. Human Controller Modeling in Compensatory Tasks

In the following sections, the human controller modeling
approaches in literature will be presented. These approaches
follow the control diagram of Figure 2. This diagram presents
the McRueret al. in [1] model extended with an additional
motion feedback channel (shown in a dashed rectangle) pro-
posed by Hosman [2].

ft(t)

n(t)

u(t) x(t)

−

e(t)+ +

+ Hce

fd(t)
+

+

motion feedback channel

Fig. 2: Compensatory model with motion feedback channel

1) Compensatory Tracking:A compensatory tracking task
is defined as a task in which only the current error,e(t), is
presented to the human controller. For this type of task, an
empirical model has been derived by McRueret al. in [1].
McRuer proposed a quasi-linear model to explain the behavior
of the human controller in such a task, in which the operator
is described by a linear frequency response functionHoe(jω),
and a non-linear partn(t), the remnant signal.

The proposed model states that humans adapt their control
dynamics so that, in the crossover region (around a crossover
frequencyωc), the open-loop describing function approximates
a single integrator with a time delay, as in Equation (2) [1].

Hol(jω) = Hoe(jω)Hce(jω) =
ωc

jω
e−jωτv (2)

The operator frequency response functionHoe(jω) is mod-
eled for a double integrator as in Equation (3).

Hoe(jω) = Ke(1 + TL,ejω)e
−τvjωHnms(jω) (3)

In this model,Ke represents the human controller response
gain, TL,e the lead time constant,τv the visual time delay
and Hnms the neuromuscular dynamics. The neuromuscular
dynamics are typically modeled [4], as seen in Equation (4),
with ωnms the natural frequency of the neuromuscular system
andζnms the damping ratio.

Hnms(jω) =
ω2
nms

(jω)2 + 2ζnmsωnmsjω + ω2
nms

(4)

2) Role of Motion Feedback:The effect of motion feedback
in compensatory tracking tasks is well documented in literature
([2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]). Hosman and Van der Vaart [3] found
that motion cues significantly improved performance. For
the target-following task, a reduction in the target crossover
frequencyωct and an increase in the target phase marginφmt

are found. Regarding disturbance rejection, the study found
an increase in the disturbance phase marginφmd and in the
disturbance crossover frequencyωcd. In [5], a compilation of
a large number of research studies on the field was obtained,
and these findings were found to be a general trend, apart
from the phase margins. For both the target and disturbance
phase margins, motion was found not to have an effect in this
research. According to Hosman [2], the motion feedback is
modeled as an extra feedback path, with a frequency response
function including the semi-circular canal dynamics:

Hom(jω) = (jω)
2
Hscc(jω)Kme−τmjω (5)

The most remarkable effect of motion feedback in com-
pensatory tasks is an increase in performance. With motion
feedback, human controllers adapt their control strategy,by
increasing the error response gainKe. The lead generated
by the motion feedback channel allows human controllers to
generate less visual lead, which is shown by the decrease in
the lead time constantTL,e. The task then becomes easier for
the human controller, which is shown by an increase in the
disturbance crossover frequency [4], [5].

C. Human Controller Modeling in Preview Tasks

In this paper, a new model for preview tracking tasks is
proposed which combines the previous research on compen-
satory tasks with the van der Elet. al model [8] for preview
tasks without motion feedback. The extension adds an extra
feedback path to the preview model, as can be seen in Figure
3. This control diagram shows the hypothesized additional
motion channel with a dashed line.
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Fig. 3: Preview model proposed by Van der Elet. al ([8]) including a motion channel

1) Preview Tracking:Van der Elet. alproposed a model for
preview tracking in which the response of the human controller
to a previewed target trajectory is captured by a response to
two different points ahead: the near-viewpointft,n and the
far-viewpointft,f :

ft,n = ft(t+ τn) ft,f = ft(t+ τf ) (6)

No near-viewpoint was included in the proposed model,
since in previous studies it is found to be difficult to determine
whether it is actually being used by the human controller
[9] and its contribution to the human controller’s output is
generally small for a double integrator controlled element. This
allows to reduce the number of parameters to estimate, yield-
ing lower estimation uncertainties in the remaining parameters,
as used in [10].

The far-viewpoint response is modeled as a low-pass filter,
as the human controller uses it to track the low frequencies of
the target signal:

Hof (jω) = Kf

1

1 + Tl,f jω
, (7)

in which Kf is the far-viewpoint gain andTl,f is the far-
viewpoint lag time constant.

The human controller responds to an errore⋆, defined as
the difference between the target filtered by the far-viewpoint
dynamics and the controlled element output:

E⋆(jω) = F ⋆
t,f (jω)−X(jω) = HofFt(jω)−X(jω) (8)

The dynamics of the internal-error response resemble the
equalization term of compensatory tracking, as can be seen in
Equation (9) for a double integrator controlled element.

Hoe⋆ (jω) = Ke⋆(1 + TL,e⋆jω) (9)

in which Ke⋆ is the error response gain,TL,e⋆ is the lead
time constant.

The human controller can respond to the output, the target
and the error, in a total of three describing functions. Using
two external signals, the target and the disturbance, only two
operator describing functions can be identified. The model is
then typically restructured to a a two-channel model, withHot

representing the response to the target andHox the response

to the controlled element output [8], [9], [10], see Figure 4.
These lumped dynamics are defined as:

Hot(jω) =[Hof (jω)Hoe⋆ (jω)e
τf jω

+Hon(jω)e
τnjω]Hnms(jω)e

−τvjω
(10)

Hox(jω) = Hoe⋆ (jω)Hnms(jω)e
−τvjω (11)

Hce

ft(t)

+

+

fd(t)

u(t)+
+

−
+

n(t)

x(t)

Fig. 4: Model with lumped dynamics in TX (target and output
response) form, as in Van der Elet. al ([8] - [9])

2) Proposed model for Preview with Motion Feedback:The
proposed model for preview tracking accounting for motion
feedback can be converted to the same lumped structure of
Figure 4 by adding theHom frequency response function to
Equation (11), while there is no change in Equation (10).

Hox(jω) = Hoe⋆ (jω)Hnms(jω)e
−τvjω+Hom(jω)Hnms(jω)

(12)
In this equation,Hom uses the same structure as Equation

(5). The normalized semi-circular canals model was used, as
in [11]. This model includes a gain which ensures the model
has an unitary absolute value at 1 rad/s.

Hscc(jω) =
5.97(0.11jω + 1)

(5.9jω + 1)(0.005jω + 1)
(13)

It should be noted that the proposed model doesn’t introduce
a large change in the existing preview model: in fact, theHom

equation can be simplified over a range of frequencies to:

Hom(jω) = |(jω)|Kme−τmjω (14)

On the other hand, for a double integrator,Hoe⋆ including
the visual time delay is given by:

Hoe⋆ = Ke⋆e
−τvjω +Ke⋆TL,e⋆jωe

−τvjω (15)
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It can be seen that the second term of Equation (15) has
the same structure of the additionalHom path in the proposed
model. It can then be expected there is undesired redundancy
in the proposed model, which may lead to problems in the
identification of its parameters.

III. M ETHOD

A. Independent Variables

The experiment considered two independent variables: the
display type and the presence of motion feedback. The dis-
plays had either compensatory or preview configuration, see
Figure 1. The motion feedback was either off or on. A
full-factorial design was used, so all combinations of the
independent variables were tested by each participant. This
yields a total of four conditions, as it can be seen in Table I.

TABLE I: EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS DEFINITION

Motion off Motion on

Compensatory C CM

Preview P PM

B. Apparatus

The experiment was conducted in the SIMONA Research
Simulator (SRS) at the Delft University of Technology. The
subjects were seated in the right seat of the simulator, using
an electric sidestick to give an input to the system. The stick
was fixed in the pitch axis and could only rotate around its
roll axis.

The displays were presented on the primary flight display
of the simulator, directly in front of the subjects, with green
lines and indicators on a black background. These displays
were either compensatory or preview, as can be seen in Figure
1.

C. Control Variables

Two seconds of preview are displayed on the screen, well
above the critical preview time found in [10]. The critical
preview time is defined as the length of preview above which
there is no improvement in the tracking performance.

The motion cue used in the experiment was the yaw rotation
of the simulator, and was the same for all the conditions
including motion feedback. The yaw rotation was corrected
so that the motion axis was centered in the right seat of the
simulator and not on the centroid of the simulator. Motion was
presented one to one, without no washout.

D. Forcing Functions

To facilitate the use of system identification methods de-
scribed in Section III-G, the forcing functions in the experi-
ment were defined as a sum of sinusoids given by Equation
(16). The same expression was used for the disturbance and
target forcing functions.

ft,d(t) =

20
∑

k=1

At,d[i] sin(ωt,d[i]t+ φt,d[i]) (16)

In this expression,f stands for the forcing function signal,
and A, ω and φ for the sinusoid amplitude, frequency and
phase, respectively.

Both target and disturbance amplitudes were defined using a
second-order low-pass filter, as used in [7]. The absolute value
of the filter at a given frequency yields the sinusoid amplitude.
This filter is defined in Equation (17).

HA(jω) =
(1 + 0.1jω)2

(1 + 0.8jω)2
(17)

This amplitude distribution results in a realistic and not
too difficult task for the subjects [7]. This is also the same
amplitude distribution used in previous yaw motion experi-
ments, such as [4]. In order to avoid leakage and allow the
use of spectral analysis, the frequencies used were integer
multiples of the base frequencyωb. Each run consisted of
a measurement time of 120 seconds, which yields a base
frequencyωb = 2π/120 = 0.0524 rad/s. To allow for the
calculation of coherence, double bands of frequencies were
used [8]. The frequencies used were the same as in [8] and
[9], in a total of 20 sinusoids.

Sftft

Sfdfd

Sftft(jωt)

Sfdfd(jωd)

S
f
f
,d
eg

2
s

ω, rad/s
10-1 100 101

10-25

10-20

10-15

10-10

10-5

100

Fig. 5: Single-sided Power Spectral Density of the forcing
function signals

Five different target signals were used, different only on the
phasesφt, to avoid memorization of the signal by the subjects.
For the disturbance signal only one realization was used, as
it is unlikely the subjects would memorize it since it is not
directly displayed. Given that in the SRS the disturbance is
inserted before the controlled element, it was pre-filteredwith
the inverse dynamics of the controlled element. The standard
deviation of the target forcing function was 4.5 degrees andof
the disturbance forcing function was 1.8 degrees. The spectra
of the forcing function signals are shown in Figure 5.

E. Experimental Procedure

The experiment was performed by eight male volunteers
aged between 22 and 32 years old. Their experience in tracking
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tasks ranged from little practice to extensive experience.All
the subjects were briefed before participating, and given all
necessary instructions to perform the experiment.

For each subject, a task familiarization was performed
before the actual experiment, in which each condition was
tried at least once. After this phase, the measurement phase
begun. The order of the conditions was randomized using a
balanced Latin-Square distribution among the subjects. For
each condition, each subject performed three training runs,
and an extra five to twelve runs, until stable performance was
achieved. Only the last five runs of each condition for each
subject were used for data analysis.

After every run, the experimenter reported the score to the
subjects, using the root-means-square of the error. Each run
lasted for 132 seconds, of which the first eight seconds were
run-in time and the last four were fade-out time, with 120
seconds being used as measurement time. Breaks were taken
between every two conditions. The total experiment time,
breaks included, was around three hours per subject.

F. Dependent Variables

In this experiment, the variances of the error and control
output are used quantify performance and control activity.Co-
herence is calculated to validate the use of a quasi-linear model
for the human controller. Open-loop describing functions are
calculated in order to obtain crossover frequencies and phase
margins to quantify performance in the frequency domain and
closed-loop stability. Black-box identification and parameter
estimation are used to obtain the frequency response of the
human controller. Model parameters are obtained based on the
proposed model in order to understand the human behavior in
the control task. Model VAFs are obtained in order to quantify
the ability of the model to describe the output.

G. Data Analysis

1) Coherence:The coherence is a measure for the linear
relationship between two signals. It can range from 0 to 1,
where 0 means no linear relation and 1 means completely lin-
ear relation. The coherence is calculated to verify the linearity
of the human controller’s inputs in response to the applied
forcing functions. A high coherence shows that the relation
is close to linear, which means that quasi-linear models can
be applied to model the human controller dynamics REF.
Equation (18) shows how coherence is estimated for the target
signal. Calculation for the disturbance signal is analogous.

Γft,u(ω̃t) =

√

|P̃ftu(ω̃t)|2

P̃ftft(ω̃t)P̃uu(ω̃t)
, (18)

In this equation,̃ω is the average frequency between two fre-
quencies in a double band, and̃P is the average periodogram
of the respective subscripted signals at that average frequency.

2) Open-loop Describing Functions:Open-loop describ-
ing functions allow to further understand the performance
and the stability of the system. The measures used are the
crossover frequencyωc, which corresponds to the frequency
at which |Hol(jω)| = 1, and the phase marginφm defined

by 180 + ∠Hol(jωc). The open-loop describing functions
are defined, for a combined target-tracking and disturbance-
rejection tracking tasks, as in [12]:

Hol,t(jωt) =
X(jωt)

E(jωt)

=
Hot(jωt)Hce(jωt)

1 + [Hox(jωt)−Hot(jωt)]Hce(jωt)

(19)

Hol,d(jωt) =
X(jωd)− Fd(jωd)

X(jωd)

=Hce(jωd)Hox(jωd)

(20)

3) Black-Box Multiloop System Identification:For system
identification, a black-box, Fourier coefficient based method
is used, as described in [13]. For the introduced two-channel
model (see Figure 4), Equation (21) can be obtained, in which
U , Ft andX are the Fourier transforms of the control output,
the target forcing function and the controlled element output,
respectively. This equation excludes the remnant, as it is
considered small at the input frequencies [13].

U(jω) = Hot(jω)Ft(jω)−Hox(jω)X(jω) (21)

This equation contains two different describing functions,
Hot andHox . In order to solve for both describing functions,
a second equation is required. This equation can be obtained
by evaluating Equation (21) only at the signal input frequen-
cies, while also interpolating the Fourier transforms at the
disturbance frequencies to the target frequencies, yielding the
signalsŨ , F̃t and X̃. This yields a system of two equations
and two unknowns, given by Equation (22), which can be
solved forHot andHox . The same process is performed for
the disturbance frequencies, so thatHot andHox estimates are
obtained at all excited frequencies.

[

U(jωt)

Ũ(jωt)

]

=

[

Ft(jωt) −X(jωt)

F̃t(jωt) −X̃(jωt)

] [

Hot(jωt)
Hox(jωt)

]

(22)

4) Parameter Estimation:The model parameters were ob-
tained by minimization of a cost functionJ , given in Equation
(23).

J(Θ) =

Nt
∑

i=1

|U(jωi)− Û(jωi|Θ)|2 (23)

with

Û(jωi|Θ) = Ĥot(jωi|Θ)Ft(jωi)−Ĥox(jωi|Θ)X(jωi) (24)

This cost function is the difference between the measured
and modeled control output, at a numberNt of ωi frequencies
below a cut-off frequency, chosen at 25 rad/s. The parameter
vectorΘ is defined as [Ke⋆ TL,e⋆ τv ωnms ζnms Kf Tl,f τf ,
Km, τm]T.

In order to minimizeJ , a Nelder-Mead algorithm was used,
with the MATLAB function fminsearch(). It was constrained
to discard only negative parameters. 10,000 initial parameter
sets are randomly generated and the 100 with the lowest cost
function are used as starting points for the optimization. The
solution with the lowest cost is considered the best solution.
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5) Variance Accounted For:The Variance Accounted For
(V AF ) is used as a measure of the similarity of two signals. A
maximum value of 100% means that the signals are identical.
It can then be used to compare the modeled and measured
control output, to quantify how well the model represents the
human controller behavior. TheV AF is given by:

V AF =
(

1−
∑Ns

k=1
Pǫuǫu (kωb)

∑Ns
k=1

Puu(kωb)

)

× 100%, (25)

with ǫu the modeling error (U(jωk) − Û(jωk|Θ)) andNs is
the total number of samples.

6) Data Processing:Coherence was calculated per subject
and per run. The results were averaged over five runs and
then averaged over the eight subjects, for each condition.
The variances of the error and control output were calculated
for individual runs and averaged for each subject. These
variances were calculated by integration of power spectral
densities, in order to allow separation of the contributions
of target, disturbance and remnant frequencies [12]. The fre-
quency response functions were estimated using the frequency-
domain average of the five measurement runs for each subject,
in order to reduce noise. The phase margins and crossover
frequencies were calculated using the estimated frequency
response functions, using Equation (19) and (20). The Variance
Accounted For is calculated per subject, based on the obtained
models.

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was applied to
test for significant changes in tracking performance, control
activity, crossover frequency and phase margin. 95% confi-
dence intervals of the variances, crossover frequencies, phase
margins and model parameters were corrected for between-
subject variability.

IV. RESULTS

A. Tracking Performance and Control Activity

Figure 6 shows the average variances of the tracking error
e and the control outputu, for each condition. Each bar also
shows the contributions of the target, disturbance and remnant
frequencies. The 95% confidence intervals of the means of the
total σ2

e andσ2
u are also depicted.
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Fig. 6: Variance of the error (a) and control output (b)

A statistical test is performed in order to further understand
how significant are the effects of the different displays and
motion feedback for the error and control output variance.

TABLE II: T RACKING PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL AC-
TIVITY ANOVA RESULTS1

error, e control output,u
df F sig. df F sig.

motion (1,7) 12.033 * (1,7) 0.220 -

σ2 display (1,7) 44.264 ** (1,7) 14.559 **

mot.*disp. (1,7) 13.107 ** (1,7) 0.055 -

motion (1,7) 15.265 ** (1,7) 0.114 -

σ2

t display (1,7) 89.992 ** (1,7) 84.244 **

mot.*disp. (1,7) 18.795 ** (1,7) 2.074 -

motion (1,7) 30.030 ** (1,7) 2.956 -

σ2

d
display (1,7) 35.639 ** (1,7) 0.805 -

mot.*disp. (1,7) 17.369 ** (1,7) 1.762 -

motion (1,7) 6.111 * (1,7) 0.271 -

σ2
n display (1,7) 12.342 * (1,7) 9.414 *

mot.*disp. (1,7) 7.500 * (1,7) 0.001 -

1The symbol - stands for not significant result (p>0.05), * for significant

result (p<0.05) and ** for highly significant result (p<0.01)

When analyzing the error variances, there is a significant
difference in performance for the target, remnant and dis-
turbance contributions, both for motion and displays. This
suggests that the extra information provided to the human
controller effectively allows to control the system with a
smaller error.

Preview yields a significant improvement in target per-
formance, see Table II. This is most visible in the target
frequencies, with a reduction in the error of 92%. With
preview, humans can see the future target and anticipate its
upcoming changes. There is a significant effect of the ap-
plied display variation for the target, disturbance and remnant
frequencies on the tracking performance, which shows that
preview information allows the human controller to improve
both its target-tracking and disturbance-rejection performance.

Motion feedback also has a significant effect on tracking
performance, which can be seen for all frequencies. This effect
can be seen both for compensatory and preview displays. The
motion effect exists for both displays, even though it is smaller
in percentage for the preview display. This can be seen in
the statistical results as a significant interaction of motion
and display for target, disturbance and remnant frequencies
tracking performance. This suggests human controllers indeed
use motion feedback in preview tracking.

Regarding control activity, the statistical analysis indicates
that only the display has a significant effect on the target fre-
quencies. Because human controllers can distinguish between
the target and disturbance signals on the preview display (and
not on the compensatory display), they respond more linearly
(less remnant) and they choose to respond less aggressivelyto
the target signal. Figure 6. When preview is provided, without
motion, there is a 58% decrease in the control activity, and a
33% increase in the disturbance control activity, which is not
significant.

Motion feedback does not have a significant effect on the
control activity. This can also be clearly seen in Figure 6,
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in which the change in control activity variance between the
motion and no motion condition are very small.

B. Coherence

The average coherence for each condition is shown in Figure
7 for the target frequencies and in Figure 8 for the disturbance
frequencies.
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Fig. 7: Coherence between the target and control output
signals, for the compensatory (a) and preview (b) tasks
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Fig. 8: Coherence between the disturbance and control output
signals, for the compensatory (a) and preview (b) tasks

It is clear that all results are very close to 1, which validates
the use of a quasi-linear model for the human. These results
are 10 to 20 % higher, depending on the frequency, than what
was found in previous preview tracking experiments [8], [10],
which can be explained by the amplitude filter used in this
experiment. The use of an amplitude filter reduces the power
of the high frequencies of the signal, which makes the task
easier for the human controller. It should also be noted that
the disturbance coherence at the higher frequencies is smaller
than the target coherence.

C. Crossover Frequency and Phase Margin

The crossover frequencies and phase margins are shown in
Figures 9 and 10. In each figure, the results for each subject
are presented, along with the mean of all subjects and the 95%
confidence intervals of the means.

Figure 9 and 10 shows clear effect of both preview and
motion feedback. On the one hand, preview significantly
increases the target crossover frequency and phase margin.
For target-tracking, preview allows the human to become
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Fig. 9: Target (a) and disturbance (b) crossover frequency
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Fig. 10: Target (a) and disturbance (b) phase margin

more stable (increased phase margin), due to the ability to
see the future target. The negative time delay present in the
preview task provide phase lead to the human controller, which
makes the system more stable. On the other hand, motion
significantly increases the disturbance crossover frequency,
as the disturbance task is easier for the human controller
when using motion feedback. It should also be noted that
there is an increase in the target crossover frequency when
motion is added for the preview task, which is an indicator
that motion feedback makes the task easier for the human
controller. Neither motion feedback nor preview have a clear
contribution to the disturbance phase margin, as can be seen
in Figure 10(b), and indeed both effects are not significant,as
seen in Table III.

TABLE III: C ROSSOVER FREQUENCY AND PHASE MARGIN

ANOVA RESULTS2

target disturbance
df F sig. df F sig.

motion (1,7) 1.487 - (1,7) 12.126 *

ωc display (1,7) 39.044 ** (1,7) 2.401 -

mot. * disp. (1,7) 3.195 - (1,7) 1.902 -

motion (1,7) 0.031 - (1,7) 0 -

φm display (1,7) 82.872 ** (1,7) 1.079 -

mot. * disp. (1,7) 1.320 - (1,7) 1.217 -

2The symbol - stands for not significant result (p>0.05), * for significant

result (p<0.05) and ** for highly significant result (p<0.01)
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D. Human Controller Describing Functions

Using the Black-Box identification method described in
Section III-G, the human controller describing functions can
be identified. The resulting Bode plots are shown in Figure 11
for subject 8 in the condition of preview with motion feedback.
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Fig. 11: Frequency response function for the preview task with
motion feedback (subject 8)

E. Model comparison

Given the similarity between the models, it was decided to
test both the original preview model proposed by van der El
et. al [8] and the proposed model for the preview with motion
feedback condition. Both models were fitted to the results of
the preview with motion feedback condition (PM), in order
to understand if the addition of the motion channel causes
a significant difference in the Variance Accounted For, the
frequency response function, or the parameters of the model.
The obtained frequency response functions for both models
are presented in Figure 12.

It can be seen in Figure 12 that there is not a significant
difference between the two models. The visual channel of the
van der El model is able to successfully model the entire
response, with only a small change in the Variance Accounted
For. The average model parameters are displayed in Table IV,
along with the P results for reference.

TABLE IV: A VERAGE PARAMETER COMPARISON

Ke,− TL,e, s ωnms, rad/s ζnms,− τv, s

P 0.52 1.14 11.40 0.17 0.24

PM van der El 0.87 0.68 11.95 0.21 0.18

PM Proposed 0.73 0.39 12.77 0.25 0.12

Kf ,− Tl,f , s τf , s Km,− τm, s

P 0.92 0.57 0.77 - -

PM van der El 1.00 0.70 0.68 - -

PM Proposed 0.93 0.14 0.57 0.28 0.29
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Fig. 12: Frequency response functions for Subject 8, fitted for
the van der El model (VAF=92.38%) and the proposed model
including motion feedback (VAF=92.79%).

For the visual time delayτv and the lead time constantTL,e,
the notably lower values in the proposed model are caused by
the interaction with the motion feedback path, as describedin
Section II-C. The far-viewpoint time constantTl,f seems to
be the most affected by the change in these parameters.

The visual channel is then able to fully model the response,
which is due to the similar function performed by the visual
and motion channels in the proposed model. This fact reveals
some ambiguity in the proposed model: even though it can
fit the human response, it is an overdetermined model. The
results for tracking performance and crossover frequency show
that indeed there is a change in the human controller, but the
proposed model does not correctly fit to the data using the
identification techniques presented in this paper. We recom-
mend further research on the separation of the motion and
visual channels of the human controller, so that they can be
uniquely identified and modeled. Considering these facts, the
parameter estimation results obtained from the van der Elet.
al model [8], without the motion feedback channel will be
used for the PM condition.

F. Human Controller Model Parameters

The model parameters, for the different conditions, can be
seen in Figures 13-17. For each condition, the parameters are
shown for each subject using gray bars, along with the mean
of all subjects and the 95% confidence interval of the mean.

1) Error feedback response parameters:For both the error
response gainKe⋆ and lead time constantTL,e⋆ , the effect
of motion feedback is similar for compensatory and preview
displays.Ke⋆ increases when motion feedback is added, as
the human responds more aggressively to the error.TL,e⋆ , on
the other hand, shows a significant decrease, as the human
controller is required to generate less lead in his visual
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response. These results are consistent with previous work on
compensatory tasks [4].
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Fig. 13: Error response gain (a) and lead time constant (b)

2) Neuromuscular system parameters:Regarding the neu-
romuscular system parameters, motion feedback also has an
important effect. There is an increase in the neuromuscular
frequencyωnms for both displays (see Figure 14(a)), with a
14% increase in the compensatory case and a 4% increase in
the preview case. The increase for the compensatory task is
according to what is commonly found in literature, [5], [4].
The neuromuscular dampingζnms registers a 21% increase
for the compensatory case and a 25% increase for the preview
case when motion is added.
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Fig. 14: Neuromuscular system parameters: natural frequency
(a) and damping ratio (b)

3) Visual time delay:The visual time delay shows different
effects for the compensatory and preview conditions. Using
the compensatory display, when motion is added there is a
12% increase in the visual time delay, in line with what was
reported in [4]. For the preview conditions, however, when
motion is added there is a 24% decrease in the visual time
delay.
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Fig. 15: Visual time delay

4) Far-viewpoint response parameters:The effect of mo-
tion feedback on the far-viewpoint gainKf is small (see
Figure 16(a)). It should also be noted that the parameter is
extremely consistent across subjects and essentially a unit
gain. The change in the far-viewpoint time-constantTl,f and
positionτf are also small, which suggest that motion feedback
doesn’t have a substantial effect in the way human controllers
use preview.
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Fig. 16: Far-viewpoint gain (a) and lead time constant (b)
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Fig. 17: Far-viewpoint position

G. Variance Accounted For

The obtained Variance Accounted For, shown in Figure 18
is well above 70% for all subjects in all conditions, which
suggests the models used are an adequate representation of the
human behavior. The proposed model for preview with motion
feedback registers the lowestV AF found out of all model
fits, with 75%, which is still a high value for this measure. In
general, the model fits the experimental data well. The high
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values forV AFs across conditions are also justified by the
fact that the data was averaged in the frequency domain, as in
[9].
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Fig. 18: ModelV AFs per condition and subject

V. D ISCUSSION

In this paper, a human-in-the-loop tracking experiment was
performed to study the role of motion feedback in preview
tracking tasks in comparison with compensatory tracking.

Motion feedback allows humans to improve their perfor-
mance in compensatory tracking tasks, which is consistent
with many earlier investigations [3], [7], [5], [4]. Using
motion feedback, humans are able to adapt their behavior, by
controlling the system with an higher gain and being required
to generate less lead. This result is thus highly consistentwith
compensatory literature.

When no motion feedback is present, preview allows hu-
mans to improve their performance significantly. The ability
to see the future target allows humans to improve tracking
performance. Human controllers respond to an internal error,
filtered by the far-viewpoint response dynamics, as was found
in the work of van der Elet. al [8].

For preview tracking, the effect of motion is seemingly
similar as in compensatory tracking. Motion still allows a
significant improvement in performance, and the human adap-
tation is shown by an increase of the error response gainKe⋆

and a decrease of the lead time constantTL,e⋆ . However, we
were not able to prove the use of the additional motion channel
Hom, due to the ambiguity of the proposed model. Motion
does not cause a change in the way human controllers use
preview parameters, with the far-viewpoint parameters regis-
tering only small changes. Control activity is not significantly
affected by the availability of motion feedback, as found for
the compensatory case.

Regarding the parameter estimation results, even though the
proposed model is able to fit the data correctly, it is ambiguous
regarding the parameters on the motion feedback loop. Based
on this fact, we recommend further research that is able to
clearly separate the visual and motion channels.

This paper successfully showed for the first time the role
of motion feedback on preview tracking tasks: when preview
information is available, human controllers are still ableto
adapt their control behavior and improve tracking perfor-
mance, without a substantial change in control activity.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper studied the effect of yaw motion feedback
on human control behavior in preview tracking tasks. We
proposed a new quasi-linear human controller model for
visual and preview tracking tasks with an additional motion
feedback channel. A human-in-the-loop tracking experiment
was performed. Results show that motion feedback helps to
improve performance similarly in preview tasks, as it does
in compensatory tasks, with an increase in the error response
gain and a reduction in the lead time constant. The target
crossover frequency and phase margin are mostly influenced
by preview, while the disturbance crossover frequency is
mostly influenced by the motion feedback. With this research,
the effects of motion feedback in preview were studied for the
first time, effectively allowing to bridge the knowledge gap
between compensatory tasks with motion and preview tasks,
by showing that human controllers use motion feedback in
preview tracking to adapt their control behavior.
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